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Max Hammond compares the process of painting to hiking: Some artists head for a particular “trail,” knowing

just where it will lead them. “With my work,” says Hammond, “it’s more like picking a point off the side of a

road and heading into the desert with the aim of finding something really interesting—but having only a vague

sense of how to get there.” His 20-plus years of experience have taught him to savor the journey, trusting that

he’ll eventually “stumble upon something that feels really right,” as Hammond puts it, “a place I need to be.”

The finished painting, then, is a study or interpretation of that place.

Hammond’smove fromUtah to Arizona (He received hisMFA fromArizona StateUniversity.) was a turning point

in his career, as he abandoned figural work in favor of largely abstract pieces. With the encouragement of ASU

professor Jim Pile, Hammond began to explore shape, line and texture—along with lots of color. “It sounded like

blasphemy at the time,” he recalls. In retrospect, though, it seems more like destiny. “Color is integral to the way

I see and portray the world,” says Hammond. “There’s an odd thing that happens after you’ve stood in front of an

easel for eight hours playing with color—comparing, adjusting, tweaking. I’ll get in the car to leave, and driving

home, I’m overwhelmed by the intensity and saturation of the colors in the world around me.”

Hammond’s paintings—layer upon layer of color, vibrant and translucent all at the same time—can be

mesmerizing. Looking closely, one catches only hints of the familiar: the strong horizontals of the desert, say,

or the geometric patterns of the city. “I’m always fascinated by what people find in my paintings,” muses

Hammond. “They must act as full-color Rorschach inkblot tests.” For Hammond, there’s joy to be found

teetering on the brink of comprehension—those fleeting moments when the brain hasn’t quite assembled

the pieces of a puzzle into a single, recognizable whole. It’s a joy he likes to share with his audience. “When I

see someone edging up to the canvas with their nose a couple of inches away, or sneaking a touch,” Hammond

says, “that makes me feel some measure of success.” maxhammond.net; 480.518.7969
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